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Ash Wednesday - 
March 06, 2019 - 
The first day of 
Lent   

 

Ash Wednesday is one of the most 
popular and important holy days in 
the liturgical calendar. Ash 
Wednesday opens Lent, a season of 
fasting and prayer. 
 
Ashes on forehead, Ash Wednesday 
takes place 46 days before Easter 
Sunday, and is chiefly observed by 
Catholics, although many other 
Christians observe it too. 
 
Ash Wednesday comes from the 
ancient Jewish tradition of penance 
and fasting. The practice includes the 
wearing of ashes on the head. The 
ashes symbolize the dust from which 
God made us. As the priest applies the 
ashes to a person's forehead, he 
speaks the words: "Remember that 
you are dust, and to dust you shall 
return." 
 
Alternatively, the priest may speak 
the words, "Repent and believe in the 
Gospel." 
 
Ashes also symbolize grief, in this 
case, grief that we have sinned and 
caused division from God. 
 
Writings from the Second-century 
Church refer to the wearing of ashes 
as a sign of penance. 
 
Priests administer ashes during Mass 
and all are invited to accept the ashes 
as a visible symbol of penance. Even 
non-Christians and the 

excommunicated are welcome to 
receive the ashes. The ashes are 
made from blessed palm branches, 
taken from the previous year's Palm 
Sunday Mass. 

 
It is important to remember that Ash 
Wednesday is a day of penitential 
prayer and fasting. Some faithful take 
the rest of the day off work and 
remain home. It is generally 
inappropriate to dine out, to shop, or 
to go about in public after receiving 

the ashes. Feasting is highly 
inappropriate. Small children, the 
elderly and sick are exempt from this 
observance. 
 
Priest applying ashes, It is not 
required that a person wear the ashes 
for the rest of the day, and they may 
be washed off after Mass. However, 
many people keep the ashes as a 
reminder until the evening. 
 
Recently, movements have 
developed that involve pastors 
distributing ashes to passersby in 
public places. This isn't considered 
taboo, but Catholics should know this 
practice is distinctly Protestant. 
Catholics should still receive ashes 
within the context of Mass. 
 
In some cases, ashes may be 
delivered by a priest or a family 
member to those who are sick or 
shut-in. 
 
Ash Wednesday marks the beginning 
of the Season of Lent. It is a season of 
penance, reflection, and fasting which 
prepares us for Christ's Resurrection 
on Easter Sunday, through which we 
attain redemption. 
 
Why we receive the ashes 
Girl receiving palms following the 
example of the Ninevites, who did 
penance in sackcloth and ashes, our 
foreheads are marked with ashes to 
humble our hearts and reminds us 
that life passes away on Earth. We 
remember this when we are told 
 
"Remember, Man is dust, and unto 
dust you shall return." 
Ashes are a symbol of penance made 
sacramental by the blessing of the 
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Church, and they help us develop a 
spirit of humility and sacrifice. 
 
The penitents did not enter the 
church again until Maundy Thursday 
after having won reconciliation by 
the toil of forty days' penance and 
sacramental absolution. 
 
The distribution of ashes comes from 
a ceremony of ages past. Christians 
who had committed grave faults 
performed public penance. On Ash 
Wednesday, the Bishop blessed the 
hair shirts which they were to wear 
during the forty days of penance, and 
sprinkled over them ashes made from 
the palms from the previous year. 
Then, while the faithful recited the 
Seven Penitential Psalms, the 
penitents were turned out of the 
church because of their sins -- just as 
Adam, the first man, was turned out 
of Paradise because of his 
disobedience. The penitents did not 
enter the church again until Maundy 
Thursday after having won 
reconciliation by the toil of forty days' 
penance and sacramental absolution. 
Later, all Christians, whether public or 
secret penitents, came to receive 
ashes out of devotion. In earlier 
times, the distribution of ashes was 
followed by a penitential procession. 
 
The Ashes 
The ashes are made from the blessed 
palms used in the Palm Sunday 
celebration of the previous year. The 
ashes are christened with Holy Water 
and are scented by exposure to 
incense. While the ashes symbolize 
penance and contrition, they are also 
a reminder that God is gracious and 
merciful to those who call on Him 
with repentant hearts. His Divine 
mercy is of utmost importance during 
the season of Lent, and the Church 
calls on us to seek that mercy during 

the entire Lenten season with 
reflection, prayer and penance. 
www.catholic.org 
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REFLECTION WITH 
FATHER JONATHAN 

 

SCRIPTURE: 

Be careful not to make a show of your 
righteousness before people. If you 
do so, you do not gain anything from 
your Father in Heaven.   Matthew 6:1 

REFLECTION: 

Fasting is sacrificing something that 
comforts you or is important to you. If 
it doesn't mean anything to you, it 
won't mean anything to God. 

The Ashes mean I am a sinner. The 
shape of the Cross means I have a 
Saviour. 

Lent is a time for drawing near to 
Christ by listening to the word of God 
and celebrating the sacraments. Pope 
Francis 

Don’t be a stranger to yourself. Don’t 
run from the door of yourself. Rumi 

We Thank God for Giving Us Another 
Opportunity to Start Afresh...As we 
Begin this Holy and Joyful Season of 
Lent I Wish you All My Friends a 
Beautiful Lenten Journey... 

Today we begin to prepare for when 
we celebrate the ultimate gift of love. 
When our Lord sacrificed Himself on 
the cross for us. Nobody says I love 
you better than Jesus  

LENTEN CHALLENGE: 

We don't wear Ashes to proclaim our 
holiness but to acknowledge we are 
Sinners who are in need of 
repentance and renewal.  

What sin is plaguing me? 

PRAYER PAUSE:  

Dear God, motivate me to dwell into 
the depth of Lent and experience 
Your grace... 
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Farewell to Deacon 
David and Lesley 
Potterton 
By Felicity O’Donnell   

 

David and Lesley have been 
members of St John’s since 1980. 
David became the Deacon for the 
parish in 2005 taking on much of the 
pastoral work at St John’s. In 
December 1990, Lesley became the 
joint secretary for Fr Towell of the 
Catholic community and Rev Gavin 
Mitchell of the Anglican community.  
 
Over the years, both David and 
Lesley have given tirelessly of 
themselves.  
 
When Lesley retired from being the 
secretary she took over the duties of 
the Chief Sacristan assisting at 
funerals and weddings. She was 
instrumental in forming the Anxiety 
and Depression Group where 
numerous people have been helped. 
She and David counseled many 
people. Lesley became an active 
member of the Care Group, bringing 
meals and flowers to the bereaved 
and sick of our parish. As an extra-
ordinary Minister of Holy 
Communion, Lesley brought Jesus to 
the housebound and also to those in 
hospitals.  
 
So, it was very fitting to bid them a 
huge farewell on Saturday, 2 

February. After an emotional 
thanksgiving Mass, a dinner was 
prepared for them and all the 
parishioners.  

The hall was spectacularly decorated 
with drapes and beautiful set tables. 
The hall filled up quickly and there 
was a lovely atmosphere. The crowds 
overflowed into the gardens. The 
“Multiplying of the loaves and fishes” 
certainly took place with more than 
enough to feed everyone. 

 
 

 

 

 
Two books were handed to them 
from the Parish: a book of good 
wishes from individual parishioners 
and a book of memories from St 
John’s over the past 38 years. It was a 
pleasant evening as people bid them 
farewell. 
 

David and Lesley have been fine 
examples of good Christian people. 
They have been role models to many 
people and through their love, 
compassion and kindness have 
touched many people. We will miss 
them dearly.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                        

 
 
God bless and enjoy your retirement 
to Cape Town.    
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PPC End of Term 
and New Beginnings 
By Lucious Leballo   

What an honour and a privilege it has 
been for six years serving on our Parish 
Council This has been an exciting and 
humbling time to be chairman of the PPC 
as our parish and parishioners grew and 
continue to reach out to our fellow 
brothers and sisters with compassion, 
prayer and empathy. 

Right here in our parish, it is both just and 
proper to recognise and acknowledge 
that we are blessed to have a multitude 
of dedicated and awesome teams serving 
our community. It has been a great 
pleasure serving, interacting and 
worshipping with you all. 

With the term of the current PPC team 
coming to an end this March, I would like 
to first thank the entire PPC team, Father 
Jonathan, Deacon David, Finance 
Committee and the Admin Office, for all 
your support, guidance and dedication 
that allowed the PPC to achieve its many 
goals. Thank you to all our different 
ministries, thank you for volunteering, 
guarding, guiding, nourishing, supporting, 
healing and praying for us. Thank you to 
the extended parish staff your efforts 
help make this parish a safe and 
welcoming community. 

Thank you to my wonderful, generous 
and loving family for their support that 
made it possible for me to be able to 
serve this amazing parish. 

Final thanks to you my fellow 
parishioners, thank you for your trust and 
support. Thank you for the most 
incredible opportunity to serve, grow and 
worship in service. 

To the incoming PPC team, God bless you 
all and you have our full support.  Thank 
you for answering the call to be of 
service.  
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PPC and DPC 
elections 2019 
 

The Department for Evangelisation 
needs to reach out to all Deaneries and 
their Parishes in preparation for and after 
the PPC and DPC elections. This is 
following on to our  letter of the 
25thOctober 2018 to all Parish Priests and 

PPC Chairpersons declaring that time has 
come for new PPCs to be elected. 

 

 

We need to assist parishes to have a 
smooth but spirit filled elections with 
leaders who are willing to serve and not 
to be served. This note is meant to help 
guide parishes in running good elections: 

 

The process needs to be preceded with 
private and public prayer to the Holy 
Spirit by the entire Parish. The intention 
may be included in the prayers of the 
faithful during Mass. 

 

1. Who qualifies to be elected to the PPC?  
(Potential Candidates) 

1.1. Any catholic who has been baptized, 
confirmed and receives Sacraments. A 
person of proven faith with sound morals, 
who is in full communion with the 
Catholic Church (canon 512), participates 
in parish activities and is above the age of 
21. 

1.2. A person who is willing to commit 
their time, talent and wisdom in a 
consultative and collaborative manner, 
willing to work harmoniously with the 
Parish Priest. A person who is willing to 
unite the parish community. 

1.3. A person who has not served in the 
PPC for two terms of three years in 
succession without a break. After serving 
for three years, a person may be elected 
for another term of three years and 
thereafter does not qualify for re-
election. (PPC Statutes 3.3) 

1.4. One who demonstrates the gifts of 
wisdom and prudence, willing to 

participate in an ongoing process of faith 
formation.  

This has to be adhered to strictly. 

 
2. Nominations Process: Suggestions for 
nomination of candidates. 

2.1. PPC should comprise of 
representatives of different communities. 
Such as SCCs (Small Christian 
Communities), Sodalities, Youth, PFC 
(Parish Finance Committee – one 
member) and other groupings within the 
parish communities e.g. Schools, 
Religious Communities etc. (PPC Statutes 
2.2.2/3/4) 

2.2. Nominations can be made from the 
entire Parish community where 
necessary. This helps to represent all 
people even those who don’t belong to 
SCCs or any group within the parish. (PPC 
Statutes 2.2) 

2.3. Elections must be conducted to 
determine the representatives by way of 
getting more votes from those nominated 
by communities. Whoever gets the 
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highest votes will become a member of 
the PPC. 

2.4. Leaders of groups are automatically 
members of the PPC provided they are 
not exceeding  stipulated term of office. A 
committee member of a group/sodality 
may represent them in the PPC. 

2.5. We encourage “secret ballot” to be 
used as the transparent method for this 
election. People have to feel free of 
influences to elect their Parish leaders. 

2.6. Neutral people may be asked to assist 
in running the elections. Deanery 
leadership or cluster Parishes may assist 
each other by providing such people. 

2.7. The size of the Parish will determine 
the number of PPC membership. All 
parishioners should feel represented. 

 

3. Duration of Elections: When should 
elections be held? (Timeline) 

 

3.1. Every Parish should aim at electing 
from the 3rd March 2019 and be done by 
the 24th March 2019. (See letter to 

priests dated 25/10/2018). The Synod 
Champion is an ex officio member of the 
PPC. 

 

 
 

3.2. All PPC Chairpersons in a Deanery 
should meet to elect the Deanery Pastoral 

Council (DPC). These should be in place by 
14th April 2019. 

3.3. On the 4th May 2019 the eight 
elected Deanery Chairpersons will meet 
at the Cathedral Place to elect the 
Archdiocesan Pastoral Council (APC) 
Executive Committee. 

3.4. On the 11th May 2019 All PPCs will 
come together at the Cathedral hall to be 
inducted by the Archbishop. 

 

4. PPC Lists 

A complete list of the PPC, the Executive 
Committee and reps for the various 
portfolios should be sent to the 
Department of Evangelization signed by 
the Parish Priest before the 31st March 
2019. www.catholicjhb.org.za 

  



  

Synod 2019:  
By St John's Synod 2019 Sub-committee   

• The Official Archdiocese Synod 2019 is planned for the 20th to 21st September 2019 
• Kindly note that some of the results which were obtained through the general survey and focus groups were not intended for inclusion in the Parish’s 

Synod Submission and will be used by the Parish for its own review and planning purposes and to identify possible projects and interventions to 
address same. 

• The key Positive and Negative  responses that were provided by parishioners in response to the general survey and the focus group surveys (these 
were more detailed including context). Beyond collating and distilling these responses to derive broader common threads and themes, such 
responses have been accepted and were not interpreted or analysed further. 

• Only those responses and themes which indicated strong concerns and negative responses were used for the  formulation of the themes that were 
submitted by the Parish to the Synod for its contemplation and consideration. 

• It is our prayerful wish that these common themes will ultimately lead to key strategic interventions by the Holy Church. 
• A key element was to ensure that the voice of the “silent majority” of parishioners were considered. 
• The table below is what was submitted to the Archdiocese for consideration of the Synod-2019. – Thank you to all Parishioners. 

Rank Negative Responses and Proposed 
Synod Themes  

 

Expanded Themes incorporating proposed interventions 

The headings below indicate the Topics as there is not option on the online portal 
for detail  

1 The absence of doctrinal direction, 
teaching and instruction in relation to 
everyday  societal issues and 
phenomena. 

The need for compassionate and authoritative doctrinal teaching to the 
challenges of everyday life 

 

The Holy Church is required to be a compassionate but authoritative teacher and 
must interpret, develop and apply doctrine to the challenges of everyday life 
thereby guiding the faithful. 

2 The need for visible and audible 
intervention by the Holy Church in 
South Africa in relation to important 
societal issues such  as xenophobia 
and the social media phenomenon. 

The call for visible and active intervention by the Holy Church in South Africa in 
relation to important societal issues 

 

The Holy Church in South Africa has fallen silent during the many societal 
challenges facing South Africans and Africans at large. The notable absence of 
social and religious activism has gravely undermined the Church’s role as the 
bastion of social and religious morality and as the vanguard of the people as by its 
nature, it is the wellspring of all that is good and holy in this world.  

3 The role played by the Holy Church in 
respect of evangelisation is 
inadequate. 

The necessity for Evangelisation - both internal and external as means to 
breathe new life into the Church 

 

New life in the Church and both retention of and growth in the number of faithful 
through evangelisation – both internal and external. This is needed to deepen and 
rejuvenate the faith and is crucial to the Church resuming its key role as the 
shepherd of its existing and future flock. 

4 Parishioners wish to enhance their 
spiritual growth and to live their faith 
as a unified faith community by going 
beyond mere participation in the 
Liturgy (Holy Mass)  with the 
formation of small faith sharing 
groups being a key catalyst. 

The Domestic Church and Faith in Community outside of the Liturgy (Mass) by 
means of fellowship and small faith sharing groups 

 

Faith in Community and ongoing faith formation thorough fellowship and by 
living one’s faith outside of the Liturgy (Holy Mass). 

5 The decline of Reverential 
Participation in the Liturgy (Holy 
Mass) 

The decline of Reverential Participation in the Liturgy (Holy Mass) 

 

There is a strong sense that there is a need for the Holy Church to re-affirm the 
boundaries of respectful and prayerful conduct in the Liturgy (Holy Mass), both as 
to conduct as to attire, and that there is a necessity for the faithful return to a 
stronger sense of awe, reverence and wonder through the Holy Spirit. This is thus 
a call for the Holy Church to strengthen and enhance this core value of reverential 
participation in the Liturgy (Holy Mass). 
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CLASSIFIEDS 

 

Baptisms 
Harper Garrard 

Lillian Pieterse 

Linda Ganga 

Olisa Nebolisa 

Ariyah Kerr 

Maddison Willmers 

Rocco Baker 

Matthew Nortje 

Gia Werner 

Kewaone Rapolai 

Gianna Govender 

Arudzwe Marwodzi 

Jude Udeh 

Bongizibusiso Mdletshe 

Reneilwe Khanyile 

Payson Fowles 

Khabonina Morinyane 

Ethan Mugadza 

Chioma Ukonze 

Chijioka Ukonze 

Chinonso Ukonze 

Leruo Leluka 

Ben Chitaya 

Austin Okoh 

Batsirai Banda 

Kiaan Dhanessar 

Mukuka Kakompe 

Marang Moloto 

Joshua Onwuzulumba 

Isabella Stubbs 

Akuna Okolie 

Sanele Coshiwa 

Chinaemelem Udogodi 

Aariyana Meyer 

Dante Pillay 

Nokutenda Takwara 

Thindwa Takondwa 

Tawina Thindwa 

James Kokkinn 

Thando Rantwa 

Gosiame Rantwa 

Kamogelo Mogoba 

Shaun Samson 

Tina Mushayanyama 

Liam Mchunu 

Favour Emekwuru 

Emmanuel Emekwuru 

Chukwuebuka Emekwuru 

Hailey Tlapi 

Angelina Nortje 

Nicole Chirangande 

Liam Van Houten 

Nkemakolam Udensi 

Cassidy Beyers 

Nhyira Sarpong 

Amanda Obiugbeh 

Cole Naidu 

Tawananyasha Kadyamusuma 

Owethu Majola 

Jesmira Nwafor 

Kgosietsile Monnahela 

Chisom Enuka 

Avery Alley 

Ryan Momeni Youmbi 

Amery Momeni Youmbi 

Luke Nortje 

Paschal Okoye 

Charles Augustine 

Chinecherem Aniebosi 

Kunashe Shanji 

Kaylim Padayachee 

Zwoitwaho Seima 

Amber Tshiunza 

Amariah Djouboussi 

Faslin Bharoochi 

Lesedi Leluka 

Letlotlo Leluka 

Kono Lekgau 

Angela Vasconcellos 

Asante Ledwaba 

Alivia Adams 

Jovanny Ngombe 

Amaya Ngombe 

Kosisochukw Nndil 

Mia Botha 

Malakai Ally 

 

Marriages 
Larry Intaka to Roxanne Morris 

Ryno Hendricks to Faranaaz Sayed 

Michael Ferreirinha to Valentina Trivella 

Charles Mawela to Charmaine Dickson 

Marcel Huntley to Crystal Roberts 

Duncan Hunter – Blair Wassman 

Steve Bennetts – Abigail Sullivan 

Godfrey Marange to Renee Martin 

Paul Morule to Moeti Mphelo 

Kagiso Phoku to Boipelo Madikooga 

 

 

Deaths 
Christine Clark 

Sharon Stockton 

Evelyn Brown 

Louise Zeegers 

Stephen Knezovich 

Robert Pentland 

Charles Lautenbach 

Sarah Willcock 

Jean Koekemoer 

Derek Kirkman 

Tishana Crocker 

Matthew Baartman 

Letitia Lailvaux 

Alice Mahon 

Dominique Rose 

Noel Weimar 

Paulina Barcelos 

Charlotte Johnstone 

Margaretha Van Neerijnen 

Mavis Mc Diarmid 

Andrew Mullen 

Antonette Rathbone 
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Clare Drew  

St John’s Ministry Groups 2019 
Parish Mission Statement 

“A community that encounters Christ through the worship 
and spiritual guidance of God, by loving and supporting us 

fellow brothers and sisters.” 
 

 

Parish Priest      Fr Jonathan Petersen OMI 

             010 2220631 

Parish Secretary     Lauren O’Donnell 

Altar Servers     Kirsty Black    076 381 4370 

Anxiety & Depression Group   Alan Kayne    073 588 5724 

Care Group      Denise Perrins            083 743 8070 

Catechetics 
 (Wednesday group)                         Justine de la Rey   072 241 7193 

 (Sunday group)               Gay Viljoen    082 557 9461 
 Confirmation               Zandile Nkomo   083 454 2262 

Charismatic Prayer Group   David Okafor   078 735 7417 

Children’s liturgy     Heather Lunn   082 534 7601 

Commentator & Communication   Lucious Leballo                           083 4606395 

Counselling      Arianna Wartmann 

Divorce Care     Arianna Wartmann         071 138 8401 

Grief Share      Arianna Wartmann 

Entertainment     Janet Black/   082 359 3502 
Gay Viljoen    082 557 9461 

Faith Enrichment & Convert classes      Veronica Baker            083 4076845 

Flowers       Jo Longstaff   082 3479673 

Funeral Ministers     C/O Fr. Jonathan OMI  010 222 0631 

Health Desk      Daveyrose Ralephenya  082 921 8219 

Hospital Visits     Marion Castle   082 256 4312 

Hospitality & Ushering    Geoffrey Phiri   082 345 5310 

Justice & Peace     Yvonne Maponga   082 972 7248 
Ladies fellowship group    Nicky Rothman   072 897 5783  
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Legion of Mary     Scholastica Nwaeze  060 451 9734  

Liturgy      Felicity O’Donnell            073 398 1344 

Maintenance               Parish Office                             010 222 0631 

Men’s fellowship group    Frans van Neerijnen  082 779 4127 

Mikes kitchen     Josh Viljoen    082 851 8553 

Music  
 Projectionist     Jon-Jon Jenks   071 114 9496  
 Youth choirs     Dana Wassman   084 200 7912 

 Choirs      TBA – contact Parish Office 

Newsletter      Felicity O’Donnell   073 398 1344 

Prayer chain     Connie Knezovich   010 220 5109 

Readers (Proclaimers)    Theresa Fischer   083 556 4750 

       Abigail Sulivan (Youth Mass) 076 978 7848 

Repository      Pam Goemans   083 307 0315 

Resource Centre     Julia Paris    082 829 1360 

Baptism Preparation    Nicky Rothman   072 897 5783  

Marriage Preparation    Felicity O’Donnell   073 398 1344 

Sacred Heart Sodality    Daveyrose Ralephenya  082 921 8219 

Security      Roy Lailvaux (Jnr)   082 553 0686 

Senior Citizens Group    Tim McCrindle   072 100 1064  

Society of St Vincent De Paul   Godfrey Fortuin   079 316 3744 

St Anne Sodality     Pinki Morule    083 489 3311 

Youth 

 YCK (primary school)    Rhys Svensson   082 456 4803 
 

 Rooted(high school)    Kuan Fluhr             082 486 6541 
                                                              

GIFT (matric and older)                Janice Peta       074 197 1160 
 

Parish Pulse      stjohnscatholicomms@gmail.com 
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